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Important 

Any exercise information presented on these pages is intended as an educational resource and is not intended as a 

substitute for proper medical advice. Consult your physician or health care professional before performing any of the 

exercises described on these pages or any exercise technique or regimen, particularly if you have chronic or recurring 

medical conditions. Discontinue any exercise that causes you pain or severe discomfort and consult a medical expert. 

Neither the author nor advertisers of this document make any warranty of any kind in regard to the content of the 

information presented and accept no responsibility for its misuse. 

Additional Resources 

For additional basketball specific strength & conditioning resources, please visit:   

 Stronger Team | Alan Stein’s Blog: http://Blog.StrongerTeam.com 

 Training Products, Guides, Workouts, Programs: http://Shop.StrongerTeam.com 

 Stronger Team Information, Schedules, Articles, Services: http://www.StrongerTeam.com 

 Free Training Videos: http://www.youtube.com/StrongerTeamDotCom 
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Introduction 

What follows is a collection of tidbits, hand-outs, and notes I have gathered from some of the game‟s most 
brilliant minds.  I am thankful to be a part of the coaching fraternity and want to do my part to spread quality 
information. 

I am not the author of this material, but have gathered it from a variety of sources, and am just paying 
it forward. 

If you did not receive this document directly from me (it was forwarded to you by a colleague), you can use the 
following link to register for future monthly editions:  

http://www.strongerteam.com/RegisterNuggets.aspx 

 
If you have any „basketball nuggets‟ you would like to submit – please email them directly to me at:  

Alan@StrongerTeam.com 
 

I appreciate your support.  Work on your craft every day and enjoy the journey, 

Alan Stein 
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Creating A Competitive Environment in Practice 

By: Coach Mike McNeil   |   Comments By: Alan Stein 

Some great stuff from Mike McNeil on ideas to make players more competitive in practice which translates into 
them going harder for longer period of times -- really good stuff from Coach McNeill -- thanks for sharing! I 
have put my thoughts after each one in red italics. 

Many years ago I had the opportunity to ask Gary Williams, the Head Coach at University of Maryland, what 
was the most important quality he looked for in the players he was recruiting. I was thinking he was going to 
say something like size, quickness, shooting ability, or understanding of game, but instead he looked at me like 
I must be from another planet, and said “they have to be a competitor”. As a coach you want to believe that 
every contest you go into you know your players will give it everything they have to perform well. The team 
may not shoot well, or they may turn the ball over but at least you know they will compete on every possession. 

While many people believe you cannot make non-competitors into competitors, I disagree to a certain point. I 
think if you use proven strategies in practice you can improve the competitive fire in all your athletes. Are you 
going to make an infrequent competitor into a consistent, hard-nosed tough competitor? – I doubt it; but you 
can improve each of these athletes. Just like any skill you work to improve you can help each athlete compete 
harder and more consistently by using some of the strategies described below. It is your responsibility as a 
coach to help your athletes become the best competitors they can become. Therefore you must create a 
practice environment where competition is expected and embraced. 

A critical aspect of competing is being in the present – not thinking ahead and letting the past go. Coaches 
must teach, preach, and demand that players focus on the present responsibilities each player has so they will 
compete better. The following is a list of strategies that can be used to teach your team to play hard and to 
compete every possession. 

1. The coach is the only one to call fouls. The coach can then set the standard of play. While it is 
important to teach players to play without fouling it is equally important to teach players to play through 
fouls, to play physically, and to play aggressively. It is also important players not concern themselves 
with the officials. 
 
We do this as well...when scrimmage against our male team; we will let them foul a little more than we 
allow our team...we want to be aggressive on defense without fouling. 
 

2. There is no out of bounds! If the ball bounces out of the normal boundaries of the court the play is still 
alive. The players will then hustle after the loose ball to maintain possession. This will keep kids 
hustling after the ball. There are two arguments I have heard against this concept: 1) kids will get hurt – 
in 20+ years I have not seen it happen; 2) they will not be aware of where the out of bounds lines are – 
again, I have not seen this be a factor.  
 
We have several drills where we utilize this principle...we don't do it all the time because we want them 
to know the floor as well. 
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3. Make every scrimmage or drill a competition; all competitions have either a score or a time standard. 
Examples, you must make so many lay-ups in a 3 player weave in 2 minutes or first team to five 
baskets. The consequences for losing are severe if the losing team did not compete very hard - set of 
lines, suicide, 60 seconds. If the losing team did compete hard make it a less severe penalty or no 
penalty.  
 
We are very big believers in this one -- hold them accountable and have a penalty for the losing team. 
We do it in individual drills as well as team drills. 
 

4. Play every drill, scrimmage, and breakdown until the defense gets the ball, i.e. if the offense scores and 
then recovers the ball from the basket they can score again. Our guideline for this is that we always 
want to convert as least one time (sometimes twice).  
 
We might be working on our half-court offense but we are going to have one transition before resetting. 
The conversion game is very important to teach and it allows your team to play through all possessions. 
 

5. Use overload situations, 3 vs 4, 4 vs 5, 5 vs 6. This places extra pressure on the out-manned team to 
concentrate and play harder to compensate for out-numbered situation and it also places pressure on 
the team with the numerical advantage because the expectation is to win. Give the team with the 
numerical advantage a slight score disadvantage to start each drill. We refer to these as "Disadvantage 
Drills."  
 
We may play 5/4 with the offense getting an extra player to overload the work on our defense. We 
might play 4/4 with no dribble to place our offense in a more difficult setting. There are a variety of ways 
to "stretch' your team in competitive situations. 
 

6. Use a rebounding bubble. Because no baskets are scored - score with stops, rating of shots and 
offensive rebounds. This will increase the hustle to secure the ball.  
 
We use the rebounding bubble early in the season quite a bit. It is one of the most physically 
aggressive things we do. We tend to stay away from it during the season because of the possibility of 
injuries. 
 

7. Give extra points for offensive rebounds. When you scrimmage or play any drill if a team gets an 
offensive rebound they get 2 extra points. Offensive rebounding is about desire and hard work – this 
should be rewarded!  
 
We play "Motion Game" where we use points in a variety of ways. An offensive rebound is worth 1 
point. A turnover is worth 2 points to the defense. In fact, you can utilize that drill in a variety of ways. 
Maybe you want to work on your low post defense so you give the offensive a point for a low post feed. 
A great imagination can make this type of scrimmage setting very effective.  
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8. Reward the team with extra points whenever there are hustle plays such as diving on the floor or 
drawing a charge.  
 
One thing we demand our team to do (until it becomes habit) is when a player dives for a loose ball or 
takes a charge and there is a stoppage of play, we want the entire team to run over and assist that 
player in getting up. It shows a team’s appreciation for the effort. 
 

9. Have one of your players wear a designated jersey during practice. If this player secures an offensive 
rebound his team gets bonus points. The defending team must then focus on keeping this player off the 
boards and the designated player will focus on and feel pressure to get to the boards.  
 
We utilize a red jersey in practice in a variety of ways. We may have that person as a designated scorer 
and if they get a shot off we will penalize the defending team. We may also have them as a designated 
driver and if they get to the paint off the dribble there will be a penalty. We have used the rebounding 
angle before -- but we will next year! 
 

10. Use the “next basket wins” games during practice, even if one team is up by several points, this will 
bring the competitive nature in your athletes out. The team ahead will know they have been thrown an 
injustice and will try to show you they are not going to be denied and the team behind will recognize 
their opportunity for victory and compete hard.  
 
This is a great way to make a possession count and put teams on a great competitive alertness. There 
are great stories about how Doug Collins use to do something similar this with Michael Jordan in 
Chicago. Jordan's team might be up 8-2 in a game to 10 and Collins would put Jordan on the team with 
two to challenge him to find a way to win (which he often did). 
 

11. Time and score scenarios during practice bring a high level of interest and focus. Here is an example 
“Blue is up 65-62with a 1:30 to go and both teams are in bonus. Red ball under the basket.” The 
players usually will be quite focused to execute properly to win. We do this but often talk as a staff that 
we don't do it enough.  
 
We actually have talked about next year doing one scenario every practice. 
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Twenty Ways to Get Mentally Tough 

From the book “Training Camp” By: Jon Gordon 

 

1. When you face a setback, think of it as a defining moment that will lead to a future accomplishment. 
2. When you encounter adversity, remember, the best don‟t just face adversity; they embrace it, knowing 

it‟s not a dead end but a detour to something greater and better. 
3. When you face negative people, know that the key to life is to stay positive in the face of negativity, not 

in the absence of it. After all, everyone will have to overcome negativity to define themselves and 
create their success. 

4. When you face the naysayers, remember the people who believed in you and spoke positive words to 
you. 

5. When you face critics, remember to tune them out and focus only on being the best you can be. 
6. When you wake up in the morning, take a morning walk of gratitude and prayer. It will create a fertile 

mind ready for success. 
7. When you fear, trust. Let your faith be greater than your doubt. 
8. When you fail, find the lesson in it, and then recall a time you have succeeded. 
9. When you head into battle, visualize success. 
10. When you are thinking about the past or worrying about the future, instead focus your energy on the 

present moment. The now is where your power is the greatest. 
11. When you want to complain, instead identify a solution. 
12. When your own self-doubt crowds your mind, weed it and replace it with positive thoughts and positive 

self-talk. 
13. When you feel distracted, focus on your breathing, observe your surroundings, clear your mind, and get 

into the The Zone. The Zone is not a random event. It can be created. 
14. When you feel all is impossible, know that with God, all things are possible. 
15. When you feel alone, think of all the people who have helped you along the way and who love and 

support you now. 
16. When you feel lost, pray for guidance. 
17. When you are tired and drained, remember to never, never, never give up. Finish strong in everything 

you do. 
18. When you feel like you can‟t do it, know that you can do all things through Him who gives you strength. 
19. When you feel like your situation is beyond your control, pray and surrender. Focus on what you can 

control and let go of what you can‟t. 
20. When you‟re in a high pressure situation and the game is on the line, and everyone is watching you, 

remember to smile, have fun, and enjoy it. Life is short; you only live once. You have nothing to lose. 
Seize the moment. 
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Fifteen Tips to Get the Most Out of your Bench Players 

Contributed By: Kevin Reilly 

 

1. Establish roles for your players (i.e. defense, passing, three point shooting.) 
2. Try to get substitutes in end of first quarter and during second quarter 
3. Reward players for their efforts in practice with more playing time. 
4. Getting players in the game early gives them confidence if they are needed later. 
5. Getting players in early gives you one less thing to think about down the stretch of a close game. 
6. Matchup your substitutions with your opponent's substitutions. 
7. Establish positive relationships between first stringers and reserves. 
8. Work with second team in practice. 
9. Get kids ready to play. 
10. Use different combinations and different starting lineups. 
11. Take kids out of a game on a good note, if possible 
12. Don't yank kids out of a game after a bad pass, missed layup, etc., if possible. 
13. Make all kids feel involved in the game and practice. 
14. Give kids opportunities to see for themselves why they are not getting more time or playing with the first 

unit. 
15. Talk and explain substitution process when possible. 
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Building Your House 

Author Unknown 

“A carpenter was fixing to retire and tells the company he works for he was through building houses. They ask 
him to build one more before he retires. He agrees and through the process of building this last house he 
begins to cut corners, uses cheaper materials, doesn’t use the same precision in which he used to and 
basically built an inferior home. When he’s done he gives the keys to his boss and says here you go I’m done. 
The boss returns the key and says thanks for all your hard work and dedication to this company. This home is 
yours and we appreciate you. Obviously, had the carpenter known he was building his own house he would not 
have cut corners. You are building your house every day and you don’t even know it.” 
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Introduction 

What follows is a collection of tidbits, hand-outs, and notes I have gathered from some of the game’s most 
brilliant minds.  I am thankful to be a part of the coaching fraternity and want to do my part to spread quality 
information. 

I am not the author of this material, but have gathered it from a variety of sources, and am just paying 

it forward. 
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"Absolutes" in Coaching 

 Basketball, like every other sport, is predicated on the execution of the fundamentals. 
 

 The coach is a teacher; his subject is the fundamentals. 
 

 The highest level of achievement is attained by the teams with the best conditioned players. 
 

 Even the greatest players have a level of improvement to achieve. 
 

 Even the greatest players accept coaching and value the need for discipline and the order that it brings 
to the team. 
 

 Winning is more related to good defense than good offense. 
 

 Break-down drills, under simulated game conditions, are essential to team success. 
 

 Teams that play together beat those with superior players who play more as individuals. 
 

 There are no physical limits to individual achievement. 
 

 Although the game has become more sophisticated, simpler is better in developing and teaching a 
system of play. 
 

 Players draw confidence from a poised, alert coach who anticipates changing in game conditions. 
 

 Teams that never concede defeat can accomplish incredible victories. 
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Building Team Unity 

By: Dean Smith; Naismith Hall of Fame / NCAA Champion Coach 

My philosophy is team unity -- basketball is a team game. We can't succeed unless we do it as a team. Point 
out to the players that everyone must play defense. It is important to have goals for team unity. Points are not 
the only thing. You need each other. Team play is built in practice. One idea is to have an emphasis of the day 
and then give credit during a practice to those players that are accomplishing that emphasis. Players must be 
aware that if they let down at any time they are hurting the team.   

Building Team Unity: 

 Do not let one teammate yell at another. 
 No one is perfect. Have you ever seen a perfect game by a basketball player? 
 A player needs encouragement when he makes a mistake. You must care about the last man as much 

as you care about your stars. 
 Never substitute on a mistake. If a player is trying, what more can you ask? 
 Respect every player on the team. 
 A life lesson is tolerance for one another. We should go out of our way to respect and satisfy each and 

every person, even though Society evaluates success by the number of wins and losses. 
 Build a respect and rapport between player and coach. 
 Praise correct performance and effort. 
 Players on the bench should always stand and applaud team plays and players coming to the sidelines 

following a substitution. 
 Give emphasis to unselfishness among team members and to give credit to the players who do the little 

things. 
 Acknowledge the passer. Point your finger to the player. (Give both a verbal and physical response.). 
 Always have players on the floor let you know when they are tired (we do it by having them raised a 

fist). Starters usually come out of five to six times in a game. 
 Get players to go as hard on defense as they do on offense. 
 Stress constantly recognizing the need for each other. 
 After a game, try to give recognition to the opposing coach. 
 Why do we run sprints? For PRIDE. We think we are in better shape than the other players. Sprints 

help build team morale. 
 Convince your players not to let their teammates down. The best way to build team unity is to teach 

players at the correct way to play the game is to play hard. Secondly, players must understand that 
every player is important. 

 Emphasize to the seniors that this is their team; they will make the rules and the coaches will force 
them. Do not allow any phony rules -- they hurt team unity. 

 A player wants to be disciplined; this helps to develop both team and self-discipline. Give a player a 
second chance when it is appropriate. 
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Coaching Hints: 

 Get substitutes to realize that they are not in the game just to score. 
 Correct without criticizing the performer. 
 Never embarrass a player in a game or practice. 
 Hold yourself accountable. 
 Promote self-confidence in all your players. 
 Positive thinking is essential. Teach your players to control their attitude. 

 

Substitution System: 

 Our "Blue Team" (players 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) entered the game as a unit -- always in the first half -- 
and play at least one or two minutes. 

 The first team gets a rest and comes back harder. 
 Most opponents prepare for your best players, not for your subs.  Opposing players often try to 

increase their averages and take bad shots against our "Blue Team." 
 Have a designated player ready to go in for a particular player whenever that player gives the tired 

signal. 
 Decide, whether you want to win or make parents happy. 
 Good things happen to winning teams. 

 

Player-Coach Relations: 

The game of basketball requires a great deal of teamwork, and certainly more than five players must be ready 
to play when called upon. At the start of the season we convey the objective of team play and the importance 
of team unity. Players are not rated one to 12. They are rated by positions. They know where and when they 
are apt to play. We believe our first group will play better knowing there are substitutes ready to replace them. 
Each player is taught the role that will best help our team. Our goal is that all players will take great pride in 
their roles. 

We also applied some sound military practices to our situation. For example, during World War II, the "buddy" 
system made one soldier dependent upon another. Few deserted. We find the same principle works for us. 
During our six-week period of running prior to the season, we ask our seniors to be models and set the 
example for the rest of the squad. We divide our team into three running groups according to how fast they can 
run. When practicing free throws, the whole team runs when free throws are missed. We do things in practice 
to help each other. When running sprints, we measure the last bread and insist on maximum effort. We also 
practice drawing the charge because it is team play. 

Practice sessions become game situations for team unity. Prepare your young players for entry into the game. 
A young substitute is better for one minute and a tired star. If you see someone loafing and you do not take 
him out, he will never give the tired signal. Allow your seniors to come to you with problems, not names. Your 
success as a coach is the attendant upon your ability to instill teamwork and develop team unity. 
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Practice Planning (Coach K) 

By: Mike Krzyzewski 

 Goals and Philosophy 
 
 Work hard 
 Concentrate 
 Communicate 
 Compete 

 
 3 Systems when Planning a Practice 

 
 Offensive 
 Defensive 
 Communication (HEAR-You Forget, SEE-You Remember, DO-You Understand) 

 
 Don't talk too much. 

 
 What you know is important, but the most important thing is…… "How do your players respond under 

game conditions?" 
 

 Practice Planning Process 
 
 Have a practice plan…Ask yourself these questions yearly and most importantly, daily: Who am I 

coaching? How old are they? How much experience do they have (Not just playing, but in your 
system)? How many players do I have? What do I coach? How do I coach my system? 
 

 How do I teach it? 
 
 Develop physical habits that fit your system 
 You need intelligent, intensive, persistent work 
 Drills should be intelligent 
 Drills should make sense 

 
 I am going to teach this…we are going to get it done" (Persistent) 

 
 How much time do I have? 

 
 Daily, weekly, monthly, yearly 
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 What resources do I have to help me teach? Facilities? 
 
 How many baskets 
 How many coaches 
 Use of managers is the key to the program 
 Some of the smartest kids who can help your program are right in your school and they do not play 

basketball 
 

 When do we practice? 
 
 Use time effectively 
 Make weekly practice schedule and adapt beginning and ending times accordingly based on 

events-personal or school 
 Do a weekly practice plan, but make a daily practice plan each day!! 
 Keep yourself current based on your teams needs on a daily basis 
 Be flexible within the practice sessions 
 Be organized, but…"Do Not Be A Slave to Your Practice Plan" 

 
 Pre-Practice Meeting with Coaching Staff 

 
 Practice plan is already written; Discuss who will do what 

 
 Pre & Post practice Work 

 
 Have organized pre-practice work 
 Ex. Practice might be at 3:00, but you have the facility from 2:30 to 5:00; You would have from 2:30 

to 3:00 for pre-practice work 
 Pre & Post Practice work on individual or small group work that individuals might need to work on 
 Can get lots of shooting in 
 Can review a drill a player didn't understand 
 Have an organized stretching routine 

 
 Practice 

 
 Should be no longer than 2hrs (Not counting Pre & Post Practice) 
 Eliminate as much standing time as possible 
 Allocate all of your resources to get players as many reps as possible (Especially on individual drills 

Ex. 1 on 1 Denial Drill) 
 Good physical habits are not developed without reps 
 Match-up players for drills so they don't end up going with the same person every time 
 Throughout practice, let players sub for each other…If you want a definite group…then call for them 
 Make drills and practice situations…Game-Like (including instructions) 
 Don't walk and talk players through drill instructions (Not Game like) 
 Have a 10 minute period where you have a "Sprint Practice" 
 Change things a bunch 
 Continually alter what you are doing on the run (Like in a game) 
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 Practice Game Situations 
 
 End of quarter, End of Game, All Game Situations 

 
 Simulate Halftime 

 Vary the places and times you talk to your team (limited attention span) 
 

 Videotape everything that is 4 on 4 and 5 on 5 
 
 You might focus on an individual player or specific drill 
 Remember: HEAR-SEE-DO 

 
 Do Pressure Free Throw Drills 

 
 Post-Practice Meeting with Staff - Critique Practice 

 
 "We did a good job with this" 
 "I think we need more work with this" 
 "Let's come back tomorrow with this" 
 "I was going to come back tomorrow with this, but I think it is better that we do this" 
 DO NOT BE A SLAVE TO THE PRACTICE PLAN 

 
 Game Preparation - Preparation for the next game starts directly at the end of your last game 

 
 First, watch the tape of your last game 
 Make sure of what you think you saw during the game 
 Scouting report of your upcoming opponent with stats 

 
 First part of next practice is a team meeting 

 
 Have to have closure from previous game 
 Then, leave that location "Shutting the Door" 
 Switch to a different area and start talking about next game… 
 “Opening the Door" 
 Give a real quick summary of the next opponent, then start practice 
 Offense and Defense can revolve around a few things the next opponent will do 
 You can also work on areas in which you struggled in previous game 
 It is not all getting ready for the next team. It is getting us ready 
 "I want to take care of us before getting into elaborate game plans" 
 "Your kids don't know your plays…How the hell are they going to know their plays?????" They 

should know tendencies. 
 Respect your opponent; whether it is the lowest team in your conference or the #1 team in your 

conference. 
 "We PLAY in every game" 
 "I want our team to be GREAT every time we play 
 Practices prepare you for competition 
 The better you plan and conduct your practices, the better you will play 
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Five Keys to Winning at the Youth Level 

By: Tom Lynch 

The following is based on a speech presented at the Stoughton (Wisconsin) Basketball Coaches Clinic in 
1996. It is meant to help youth (ages 6-12) coaches win games and build team confidence while teaching the 
fundamentals of the game of basketball. 

My experiences 

Over the last 6 years the youth teams that I have been lucky enough to be associated with have won over 90% 
of their games. With my partners in crime, Dan Schulz and John Matson, we have identified five keys that help 
us win games. 

Why Win? 

Trying to win has become unpopular in the "age of participation." We believe that achieving the goal helps the 
kids understand how hard work can pay off. We want to develop self-confidence as well as solid basketball 
players.  Most importantly, we want the kids to have fun. Winning is fun and someone has to do it. It might as 
well be our kids. 

1. Defense 
 
Since we are only able to practice one or two days a week, we can’t have it all. Even though we work 
on offensive skills, we understand that they are behind at this age. Focusing on tough man/man 
defense will give your team an instant edge in every game. We follow former University of Wisconsin 
Coach Dick Bennett’s teachings for our man/man: 
 

a. Pressure ball 
b. Deny one pass away 
c. Five players on ball side 
d. Front the low post 
e. Help and recover (no switches) 

 
2. Offense 

 
Our offense is the fast break. Breaking teaches more offensive fundamentals quicker than any pattern 
offense. We run a simple motion when we have to. We believe it is easier to score in the open court as 
opposed to attacking five defenders. We measure our success by how many lay-up opportunities we 
have. Fast breaking wears out players. We need to use our bench and that involves everybody. Other 
teams get tired also. Fast breaking stresses transition identification. This is one of the most overlooked 
areas of basketball.  We encourage the rebounder to dribble up court, looking to pass ahead. This is 
the most efficient way to break. Our players are drilled on looking and passing up court. 
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3. Most Important Defensive Fundamental 
 
SEE THE BALL. All of our defensive breakdowns come from not knowing where the ball is. We run 
drills in practice and watch players during games to help them remember the importance of this. This is 
the number one need in basketball. Take any situation and apply seeing the ball. Transition, 
rebounding, defense, offense, everything is better when the players know where the ball is going. 
 

4. Most Important Offensive Fundamental 
 
TRIPLE THREAT POSITION. When your players are comfortable in the five-foot circle with the 
defense, they will be able to run an offense. Not before. The players need to attack pressure, see and 
pass through the defender and shoot when open. The triple threat position is the key to all of this. 
 

5. Master Your Inbound Plays 
 
We force about 20 tie-ups a game with aggressive defense. This, plus the turnovers in a youth game, 
provide many under the basket inbounds opportunities. In our games, zones are not allowed. Man/man 
under the basket is trouble for the defense. We spend a lot of time mastering our four inbounds plays. 
We use cross screens, back screens and screen the screener from the box formation. We also use a 
straight-line beginning at the opposite side elbow. The front player in line cuts to ball side block. Second 
goes to ball side corner, the third turns and screens for the fourth player. The fourth player cuts to the 
opposite block for an easy lay-up opportunity. 

Closing 

1. Happy players perform better. 
 

2. Your players will be good at what you emphasize. 
 

3. Remember that the mistakes your players make are reflections of your coaching preparation. 
Yelling at them is really like yelling at yourself. 
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What it Takes to be Great 

By: Geoffrey Colvin, Senior Editor-At-Large 

Research now shows that the lack of natural talent is irrelevant to great success. The secret?  

Painful and demanding practice and hard work! 

(Fortune Magazine) --What makes Tiger Woods great? What made Berkshire Hathaway (Charts) Chairman 
Warren Buffett the world's premier investor? We think we know: Each was a natural who came into the world 
with a gift for doing exactly what he ended up doing. As Buffett told Fortunenot long ago, he was "wired at birth 
to allocate capital." It's a one-in-a-million thing. You've got it -or you don't. Well, folks, it's not so simple. For 
one thing, you do not possess a natural gift for a certain job, because targeted natural gifts don't exist. (Sorry, 
Warren.) You are not a born CEO or investor or chess grandmaster. You will achieve greatness only through 
an enormous amount of hard work over many years. And not just any hard work, but work of a particular type 
that's demanding and painful. Buffett, for instance, is famed for his discipline and the hours he spends studying 
financial statements of potential investment targets. The good news is that your lack of a natural gift is 
irrelevant -talent has little or nothing to do with greatness. You can make yourself into any number of things, 
and you can even make yourself great. Scientific experts are producing remarkably consistent findings across 
a wide array of fields. Understand that talent doesn't mean intelligence, motivation or personality traits. It's an 
innate ability to do some specific activity especially well. British-based researchers Michael J. Howe, Jane W. 
Davidson and John A. Sluboda conclude in an extensive study, "The evidence we have surveyed ... does not 
support the [notion that] excelling is a consequence of possessing innate gifts." To see how the researchers 
could reach such a conclusion, consider the problem they were trying to solve. In virtually every field of 
endeavor, most people learn quickly at first, then more slowly and then stop developing completely. Yet a few 
do improve for years and even decades, and go on to greatness. The irresistible question -the "fundamental 
challenge" for researchers in this field, says the most prominent of them, professor K. Anders Ericsson of 
Florida State University -is, Why? How are certain people able to go on improving? The answers begin with 
consistent observations about great performers in many fields. Scientists worldwide have conducted scores of 
studies since the 1993 publication of a landmark paper by Ericsson and two colleagues, many focusing on 
sports, music and chess, in which performance is relatively easy to measure and plot over time. But plenty of 
additional studies have also examined other fields, including business.  

No substitute for hard work  

The first major conclusion is that nobody is great without work. It's nice to believe that if you find the field where 
you're naturally gifted, you'll be great from day one, but it doesn't happen. There's no evidence of high-level 
performance without experience or practice. Reinforcing that no-free-lunch finding is vast evidence that even 
the most accomplished people need around ten years of hard work before becoming world-class, a pattern so 
well established researchers call it the ten-year rule. What about Bobby Fischer, who became a chess 
grandmaster at 16? Turns out the rule holds: He'd had nine years of intensive study. And as John Horn of the 
University of Southern California and Hiromi Masunaga of California State University observe, "The ten-year 
rule represents a very rough estimate, and most researchers regard it as a minimum, not an average." In many 
fields (music, literature) elite performers need 20 or 30 years' experience before hitting their zenith. So 
greatness isn't handed to anyone; it requires a lot of hard work. Yet that isn't enough, since many people work 
hard for decades without approaching greatness or even getting significantly better. What's missing?  

Practice makes perfect  
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The best people in any field are those who devote the most hours to what the researchers call "deliberate 
practice." It's activity that's explicitly intended to improve performance, that reaches for objectives just beyond 
one's level of competence, provides feedback on results and involves high levels of repetition. For example: 
Simply hitting a bucket of balls is not deliberate practice, which is why most golfers don't get better. Hitting an 
eight-iron 300 times with a goal of leaving the ball within 20 feet of the pin 80 percent of the time, continually 
observing results and making appropriate adjustments, and doing that for hours every day -that's deliberate 
practice. Consistency is crucial. As Ericsson notes, "Elite performers in many diverse domains have been 
found to practice, on the average, roughly the same amount every day, including weekends." Evidence 
crosses a remarkable range of fields. In a study of 20-year-old violinists by Ericsson and colleagues, the best 
group (judged by conservatory teachers) averaged 10,000 hours of deliberate practice over their lives; the 
next-best averaged 7,500 hours; and the next, 5,000. It's the same story in surgery, insurance sales, and 
virtually every sport. More deliberate practice equals better performance. Tons of it equals great performance.  

The skeptics  

Not all researchers are totally onboard with the myth-of-talent hypothesis, though their objections go to its 
edges rather than its center. For one thing, there are the intangibles. Two athletes might work equally hard, but 
what explains the ability of New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady to perform at a higher level in the last 
two minutes of a game?  

Researchers also note, for example, child prodigies who could speak, read or play music at an unusually early 
age. But on investigation those cases generally include highly involved parents. And many prodigies do not go 
on to greatness in their early field, while great performers include many who showed no special early aptitude.  

Certainly some important traits are partly inherited, such as physical size and particular measures of 
intelligence, but those influence what a person doesn't do more than what he does; a five-footer will never be 
an NFL lineman, and a seven-footer will never be an Olympic gymnast. Even those restrictions are less severe 
than you'd expect: Ericsson notes, "Some international chess masters have IQs in the 90s." The more 
research that's done, the more solid the deliberate-practice model becomes.  

Real-world examples  

All this scholarly research is simply evidence for what great performers have been showing us for years. To 
take a handful of examples: Winston Churchill, one of the 20th century's greatest orators, practiced his 
speeches compulsively. Vladimir Horowitz supposedly said, "If I don't practice for a day, I know it. If I don't 
practice for two days, my wife knows it. If I don't practice for three days, the world knows it." He was certainly a 
demon practicer, but the same quote has been attributed to world-class musicians like Ignace Paderewski and 
Luciano Pavarotti. Many great athletes are legendary for the brutal discipline of their practice routines. In 
basketball, Michael Jordan practiced intensely beyond the already punishing team practices. (Had Jordan 
possessed some mammoth natural gift specifically for basketball, it seems unlikely he'd have been cut from his 
high school team.) In football, all-time-great receiver Jerry Rice -passed up by 15 teams because they 
considered him too slow -practiced so hard that other players would get sick trying to keep up. Tiger Woods is 
a textbook example of what the research shows. Because his father introduced him to golf at an extremely 
early age -18 months -and encouraged him to practice intensively, Woods had racked up at least 15 years of 
practice by the time he became the youngest-ever winner of the U.S. Amateur Championship, at age 18. Also 
in line with the findings, he has never stopped trying to improve, devoting many hours a day to conditioning 
and practice, even remaking his swing twice because that's what it took to get even better.  

The business side  
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The evidence, scientific as well as anecdotal, seems overwhelmingly in favor of deliberate practice as the 
source of great performance. Just one problem: How do you practice business? Many elements of business, in 
fact, are directly practicable. Presenting, negotiating, delivering evaluations, deciphering financial statements -
you can practice them all.  

Still, they aren't the essence of great managerial performance. That requires making judgments and decisions 
with imperfect information in an uncertain environment, interacting with people, seeking information -can you 
practice those things too? You can, though not in the way you would practice a Chopin etude.  

Instead, it's all about how you do what you're already doing -you create the practice in your work, which 
requires a few critical changes. The first is going at any task with a new goal: Instead of merely trying to get it 
done, you aim to get better at it. Report writing involves finding information, analyzing it and presenting it -each 
an improvable skill. Chairing a board meeting requires understanding the company's strategy in the deepest 
way, forming a coherent view of coming market changes and setting a tone for the discussion. Anything that 
anyone does at work, from the most basic task to the most exalted, is an improvable skill.  

Adopting a new mindset  

Armed with that mindset, people go at a job in a new way. Research shows they process information more 
deeply and retain it longer. They want more information on what they're doing and seek other perspectives. 
They adopt a longer-term point of view. In the activity itself, the mindset persists. You aren't just doing the job, 
you're explicitly trying to get better at it in the larger sense. Again, research shows that this difference in mental 
approach is vital. For example, when amateur singers take a singing lesson, they experience it as fun, a 
release of tension. But for professional singers, it's the opposite: They increase their concentration and focus 
on improving their performance during the lesson. Same activity, different mindset. Feedback is crucial, and 
getting it should be no problem in business. Yet most people don't seek it; they just wait for it, half hoping it 
won't come. Without it, as Goldman Sachs leadership-development chief Steve Kerr says, "it's as if you're 
bowling through a curtain that comes down to knee level. If you don't know how successful you are, two things 
happen: One, you don't get any better, and two, you stop caring." In some companies, like General Electric, 
frequent feedback is part of the culture. If you aren't lucky enough to get that, seek it out.  

Be the ball  

Through the whole process, one of your goals is to build what the researchers call "mental models of your 
business" -pictures of how the elements fit together and influence one another. The more you work on it, the 
larger your mental models will become and the better your performance will grow. Andy Grove could keep a 
model of a whole world-changing technology industry in his head and adapt Intel (Charts) as needed. Bill 
Gates, Microsoft's (Charts) founder, had the same knack: He could see at the dawn of the PC that his goal of a 
computer on every desk was realistic and would create an unimaginably large market. John D. Rockefeller, 
too, saw ahead when the world-changing new industry was oil. Napoleon was perhaps the greatest ever. He 
could not only hold all the elements of a vast battle in his mind but, more important, could also respond quickly 
when they shifted in unexpected ways. That's a lot to focus on for the benefits of deliberate practice -and 
worthless without one more requirement: Do it regularly, not sporadically.  

Why?  

For most people, work is hard enough without pushing even harder. Those extra steps are so difficult and 
painful they almost never get done. That's the way it must be. If great performance were easy, it wouldn't be 
rare. Which leads to possibly the deepest question about greatness. While experts understand an enormous 
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amount about the behavior that produces great performance, they understand very little about where that 
behavior comes from. The authors of one study conclude, "We still do not know which factors encourage 
individuals to engage in deliberate practice." Or as University of Michigan business school professor Noel 
Tichy puts it after 30 years of working with managers, "Some people are much more motivated than others, 
and that's the existential question I cannot answer -why." The critical reality is that we are not hostage to some 
naturally granted level of talent. We can make ourselves what we will. Strangely, that idea is not popular. 
People hate abandoning the notion that they would coast to fame and riches if they found their talent. But that 
view is tragically constraining, because when they hit life's inevitable bumps in the road, they conclude that 
they just aren't gifted and give up. Maybe we can't expect most people to achieve greatness. It's just too 
demanding. But the striking, liberating news is that greatness isn't reserved for a preordained few. It is 
available to you and to everyone. 
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Introduction 

What follows is a collection of tidbits, hand-outs, and notes I have gathered from some of the game‘s most 
brilliant minds.  I am thankful to be a part of the coaching fraternity and want to do my part to spread quality 
information. 

I am not the author of this material, but have gathered it from a variety of sources, and am just paying 
it forward. 

If you did not receive this document directly from me (it was forwarded to you by a colleague), you can use the 
following link to register for future monthly editions:  

http://www.strongerteam.com/RegisterNuggets.aspx 

 
If you have any ‗basketball nuggets‘ you would like to submit – please email them directly to me at:  

Alan@StrongerTeam.com 
 

I appreciate your support.  Work on your craft every day and enjoy the journey, 

Alan Stein 
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Coaching Points to Consider 

By: Del Harris 

Before you start: 

 Have a current mission statement and stay committed to it.  Make sure your staff and players understand it. 
 Make sure your coaching philosophy (defense, offense and dealing with players) is clear and understood 

by everyone in your program. 
 Leave a paper trail.  Keep copies of important communications with all relevant parties.  Notes, dates and 

times of any significant meeting can be of value. 
 Be sure you have a plan for the first day, week and rough copy for first month of your practices. 
 Be sure your staff is up to date on current trends in conditioning, nutrition, etc.  Things change, stay 

current! 
 Be sure to read books on leadership, management, and significant biographies of important people.  You 

must continue to grow mentally and spiritually. 
 Revise your drill book (you have on don‘t you?) to add any new concepts and discard needless ones.   
 The best drills are the ones you make up that teach specifically what you are trying to teach/correct. 
 Your drill book should be divided into categories such as: warm-up, shooting, fundamentals of 

offense/defense, fast break buildups for offense and transition defense, half court offense, post 
offense/defense, trap drills, defense shell drills, situation drills for 1v1, 2v2 and 3v3, game ending situations 
drills, etc. 

 Be sure to be clear on all basic defensive strategies: pick and roll, low post, and methods of rotation to 
cover breakdowns. 

 

Your team will reflect what you emphasize: 
 
Take your pick, but only about 4 or 5 will be the limit as to what they will attach themselves to, so choose 
wisely. 

1. Defense 
2. Rebounding 
3. Unselfish play---team unity---team attitude 
4. Running game 
5. Half court game 
6. Pressing team---running team 
7. Physical team 
8. 3-pt team 
9. Zone team 
10. Ball and player movement team, etc. 
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Game Time: 

 Be sure you have a helpful game card with you at all times such as quarterbacks have on their sleeve or 
arm. 

 A good game card will not only have all your play calls, but will have categories that will get you a post up 
as needed and that tell you what plays you have that will get each position (1 through 5) a shot when you 
want one of those players to have the ball. 

 On the back of the card of on a special situations card you can have in your pocket or an assistant will 
keep be sure to have plays already diagrammed that are for special late game situations such as: when 
you need a 3 pointer, or a quick 2, or you have differing amounts of time on the clock to get a shot. 

 Be smart on what you chart and have accountable chart keepers.  A possession chart can tell you the pace 
and momentum of the game because it will tell you how many possessions you have had at every time 
interval and once you know your best pace, you can tell if you are dictating or if the opponent is.   

 Momentum is revealed by a possession chart in that it shows how many times you and your opponent have 
scored or failed to score in the most recent possessions. 

 Other charted items may be the fast break game on both sides of the ball, the low post game (scores 
allowed/how traps have worked, etc), the pick and roll game (percentage of scores/stops), deflections, 
penetrations allowed, uncontested shots allowed, and whatever else you deem to be of real value. 

 

As you go along:  

 ―Prove you are valuable and success will happen for you.  Forget about the entitlements.‖ 
 Be careful of the player who insists he is all about winning, but doesn‘t work like a winner.  He is usually 

happy when things are going his way, whether the team is or not. 
 The team that will accept ‗we over me‘ as a group has a chance to achieve all they are capable of. 
 Doc Rivers: Try to keep the ―chemistry guy‖ on your team.  Doc moves the lockers around occasionally to 

keep the right people together or separated as needs be. 
 Del Harris:  Speak to players often, but more on the conversational level than any other.  Get to know them 

and then prove that you care about them. 
 Del Harris: The Caring-Trust-Loyalty Dynamic is of utmost importance to a successful organization. First 

show you do care consistently. Caring leads to trust. Trust breeds loyalty and loyalty is of true value. 
 Jerry Sloan: coach with the idea that you want to be a friend to your players 20 years down the road.  

Coach Sloan cared and his players knew it.  They trusted him and were loyal to him and they found a way 
to be successful every year.  That is true coaching. 

 Del Harris: There are 5 levels of communication with players - use each one less than the one before it 
as you go down the levels. 
 

1. Conversational: You have the give and take whereby you get to know the player and he/she learns 
you as well.  You demonstrate you care. Use this the most.  

2. Encouragement: Voice is animated and enthusiastic. Use it as much as you can, but it has to be a 
result of real achievement, not just blowing smoke. But the worst person to be with is the one you 
simply cannot please.  Be real. 

3. Instructional: Voice is slightly animated as you attempt to pass on teaching points that may help 
your player get better, or that may help him understand the team concept.  Use often, but mostly in 
practice or in certain 1-1 situations.  
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4. Correctional: Voice increases somewhat in urgency, but this is not to be confused with screaming.  
Naturally, this is used on important issues in practices and games to help eliminate errors.  Use it 
as needed, but if it overwhelms the encouragement level, the team will tune you out sooner than 
later. 

5. ―Go Nuts‖: Yes, there is a place for letting them know that they have crossed the line in terms of 
lack of effort or execution or attitude, etc.  They must know you really care about certain issues. 
But, of course you must maintain control here, as it should be a purposeful act.  Overdo this level 
and you will lose your team by Christmas unless you are winning every game. 

 

 You need a ―closer‖ in every business, someone who can seal the deal often.  Know who yours are.  This 
is not an equal opportunity situation.  Be able to run your stuff to get the ball to the ―closer‖ in need 
situations. 

 Do not underestimate the value of a player who can inbound the ball in pressure situations. Lack of this 
ability will beat you in the close games.  The chances are you will have no more than two of these, if you 
actually have anyone.  Develop one. 

 Every team wants to win the championship.  Talk about it on the first day, and then forget the talk until you 
are playing for it.  Your goals must become closer at hand and the main one is to get better every 
day/game.  That is the path to championships, not talk. 

 Most of your players will be role players.  Most will think they are key players. As coach you must laud the 
roles you assign; make them be understood and appreciated. Without the dedicated role players you 
cannot succeed. 

 Have simple goals for your role players.  Just 1 or 2 stats per quarter can add up to being the difference—a 
steal, a rebound, a free throw, a deflection, an assist, etc.  Just a little goes a long way. 

 NBA teams seldom have more than 3 players who are more than role players—ones who produce 
consistently across the stat sheet and make others better.  The 80+ percent are role players. 

 Coaches who talk too much in practice can kill the team‘s ability/need to communicate. Coaches who 
chatter too much give the appearance of working hard but actually stifle the players in developing their own 
skills of communication. 

 Simplify your teaching and communication.  This will reduce confusion.  An athlete that is not decisive and 
confident in what he is to do will be hesitant and a hesitant athlete will fail. 

 NBA asst. coach Brendan Suhr (Daly disciple): you must coach each player differently.  It‘s about their 
strengths and needs, not yours.  Read books: Strength Finders and Strength Finder 2.0.   

 Identify your leaders and lieutenants.  You must connect early with them and get them to understand and 
promulgate your mission and goals for the team. 

 The best teams are the ones where the coach and the team leaders are united (requires some ego 
reduction on part of coach) and these players work the hardest and articulate the team message to others. 

 It is hard for a general to win without support from within the ranks.  Encourage and develop leaders and 
relationships with them 

 Brendan Suhr: Fill up your players ―emotional Bank Accounts‖.  Make 4 deposits to one withdrawal. 
 Encourage your players to take responsibility.  The best ones have often been allowed too much freedom 

from this at lower levels.  ―My Bad‖ is not sufficient. 
 You can help, but players must know that they are in charge of their own attitudes, work ethic, enthusiasm, 

and mental/physical approaches. 
 Many times I have been asked how a coach gets an NBA player to listen.  The answer is that you must be 

willing and able to help them get better.  If you can do that, they will listen because they do want to 
improve.  Once you quit helping them, you can lose them.  Keep improving and learning yourself, therefore.  
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 When Hank Haney quits helping Tiger Woods to win, Tiger will get another coach. 
 Learn to read body language to be able better to deal with a player that day.  
 Watch your own body language in practice and especially during games.  Do not slump over at the bench 

or go goofy when things go wrong or a player makes a mistake.  Stay in control of your body language no 
matter what you are feeling inside. 

 Why do coaches react so strongly to a player‘s mistakes in many cases?  Trust this.  It is because the 
coach wants to divorce himself from that mistake and thus that player at that time.  It is his way of telling 
the fans that it is not his fault.  The same coach will give a body language reaction fist pump that says, 
―That is what I coached him to do‖ when the player scores.   

 One of your main goals with each player is to coach him to become the best teammate he can be.  When 
we interviewed a player pre-draft, we always asked him about his relationship to his coaches and to his 
teammates.  When we talked to his coach we wanted to know what kind of teammate he was.   

 When I coached college, I coined a term called ―Teammanship‖ and in that concept we tried to inculcate 
things that would honor team membership and encourage team building.  (On one occasion for each of my 
two top scorers I had to put them to the brink of elimination in order to get them to know I was serious.  
Thankfully, both stayed but one came in the day before he was to enroll at another college to tell me he 
wanted to come back and be a good team member.  He led the team in scoring and we went 25-3, 6th in 
nation). 

 When my first of two college teams that were inducted into their own Hall of Fame en masse, all 13 players 
came from as far as Europe to be there.  I had started with that team nearly 40 years previously, but they 
were still a team.  

 Other books of value—The Outliers, The Talent Code (maybe the best relative to teaching/coaching 
technique I have ever read), Training Camp by Jon Gordon, Leadership Secrets of Attila the Hun (great 
quick read), Red and Me by Bill Russell, Talent is not Enough by John Maxwell (any of his leadership 
books such as the Servant Leader, etc.), the magazine entitled SUCCESS, and many more. 

 Allow enough shooting time.  Still the most singly important factor in the game.  Bad plays look good when 
ball goes in and vice versa. 

 Encourage your shooters to get in their 300 or so reps every day.  Nowitzki and Jason Terry get in 500 
every day… they are the best for obvious reasons. 

 These players came into the NBA as poor shooters—Jordan, Dr. J., Clyde Drexler and they became Hall of 
Famers and good shooters.  Most players become much better shooters in the NBA due to reps.  Check 
any player‘s career stats. 

 If a player comes into the league as a rebounder or a steals guy, he will rebound and steal in the league.  
The only stat that players consistently get better at is shooting and it is because they get more reps as a 
pro. 

 Defense is the difference in championship games normally.  But while defense may win a championship for 
you, you will never get a chance to find out, if you cannot score. 

 The thing that makes for a bad team in the NBA (remember that every one of these players was the best 
on his HS and college team in most cases) is the inability to score. 

 Avoid trying to keep your team at half court too much so that you can stop them and do more teaching.   
The game is played full court. 

 Too much time at half court will stifle a teams fast break game as the initial reaction to go to the other end 
is the difference in a successful break most often. 

 A team that spends too much time at half court teaching will not be as good a transition defensive team as 
it needs to be in most cases. 

 So more scrimmage-like situations but control the scrimmages and fulfill what you want as a teacher and 
what the team needs for transition offense and defense. 
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 Best scrimmage teaching drills are starting with a specific situation at half court and then letting there be 
that possession and two more.  This three-possession game is called O-D-O for Offense-Defense-Offense.  
On the second and third possession the teams can do whatever comes up, as that is the way the game is 
played. 

 Limiting the scrimmage to three possessions allows you to teach the pluses and minuses of the three 
possessions better because everyone can remember that short of a series. 

 Drill also some 5-possession games and do the same way.  You start with a controlled half court and then 
the players play out four more possessions, ending up on the end they started.  The game is generally 
played in spurts of no more than 5 possessions before a whistle is blown and this allows game feel and 
coach control. 

 Be inventive with these controlled sessions.  Have each possession be only with 10 seconds, or have them 
run a particular set when they don‘t have a fast break or have them go vs. man/man some and zone on 
other sets, and start the initial possession from out of bounds, etc. 

 You can score these by giving a point for a score and a point for a stop.  With 3 possessions (or 5) there 
will always be a winner since there are an uneven number of points available.  The winner of each one can 
start the next set if you want.  Or you can keep track of the number of sets each team wins to determine a 
winner.  Award the winners. 

 Remember that you must emphasize defense, but offense is more involved because it involves ball skills 
and exact timing.  Thus, offense takes more time. 

 I always doubt coaches who say they spend far more time on defense than offense.  Why would you do 
that when offense requires much more teaching and time? 

 Hopefully, anyone should realize that you could teach both offense and defense at the same time, as you 
generally have players on both sides of the ball in drills unless they are just defensive slide drills.  So teach 
both at the same time. 

 Even in the most dedicated of offensive drills, if a player does well or poorly on defense, you cannot 
overlook that.  More time on offense, more emphasis on defense. 

 Your team will reflect what you emphasize. 
 You are an offensive or defensive coach relative to what upsets you.  If you say you are a defense coach 

but never sub for poor defense by your better players, you are not a defense coach. (If he is really good, 
you don‘t have to leave him out for long—you made a point). 

 If you are an execution coach but don‘t get upset at the lack of execution, then you really are not what you 
say you are. 

 Over the years your teams will be identified by about 3-5 things that they do well—not 10-15 things.  Those 
are the things you teach well and that are important to you.  

 With the great coaches you always know what their teams will do well.  So decide how you want to be 
typified and stick with that as long as you are successful.  Make subtle changes as you go, but stick with 
your winning core. 
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Ten Thoughts for Beginning Coaches 

By Jim Burson (www.JimBurson.com) 

Preface: Having coached for forty years and looking back to those beginning times, I wish that I had had an 
article that would warn me of some of the pitfalls that were ahead of me. 

However, at the time, I am pretty sure I wouldn‘t have read it and if I did, I would have thought that none of it 
applied to me. 

With that in mind, I decided to jot down ten thoughts for beginning coaches. Notice that the word ―beginning‖ is 
crossed out. That‘s because I think these thoughts can be useful for any coach. What do you think? 

Of course, today I need advice more than ever, so they were helpful to me as I wrote them. Enjoy. 

 

1. Not every player will be interested in every practice. 

No matter how much experience you have or how great you are at teaching, you will encounter times in 
the gym when players are just not interested. Don‘t give in to the temptation to scold or yell. Instead, try 
changing your tone of voice. Try moving around. Try both. You can even switch from talking to a 
physical activity, like a scrimmage. The process of the scrimmage may increase the players‘ 
understanding and, possibly, their level of interest. 

Teach them anyway. 

 
2. If a practice is going badly, stop and regroup. 

Even if you have planned a detailed practice and have a clear goal in mind, if your approach is not 
working – for whatever reason – stop! Regroup and start over with a different approach, or abandon 
your planned practice entirely and go on to something else. Afterward, be honest with yourself as you 
examine what went wrong and make plans for the next day. 

Do it. Do it right. Do it right now. 

 
3. Coaching will get better. 

Maybe not tomorrow or even next week, but at some point, as you keep at it, your job will get easier. 
Do you remember your very first practice? Were you nervous? Of course. So was I. See how much 
your coaching has already improved? By next year you will be able to look back on today and be 
amazed at how much you have learned and how much more easily you do your job. 

The dawn alleviates. 

  

http://www.jimburson.com/
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4. You do not have to say yes to everything. 

Do not feel that you must say yes each time you are asked to participate. Know your limits. Practice 
saying, ―Thank you for thinking of me, but I do not have the time to do a good job with another 
commitment right now.‖ Of course, you must accept your responsibility as a professional and do your 
fair share, but remember to be realistic about your time. 

Learn to say no. 

 
5. Not every player or parent will love you. 

And you will not love every one of them, either. Those feelings are perfectly acceptable. We coaches 
are not hired to love players and their parents. Our job is to teach players and, at times, their parents as 
well. Players do not need you to be their buddy. They need a facilitator, a guide, mentor, a role model 
for learning and for character. 

Give them what they need. 

 
6. You cannot be creative every day. 

When those times happen, turn to outside resources for help. Coaching books, teaching guides, clinics, 
professional organizations such as high school  associations and the NABC are designed to support 
you in generating well-developed practices. When you come up with your own effective and meaningful 
practices—and you will – be sure to share your ideas with other coaches, both veterans and 
newcomers to the profession. 

Sit at the feet of Masters. 

 
7. No one can manage classes, students, players, recruiting, media and – oh, yes, coaching – all at the 
same time and stay sane. 

A little multi-tasking can be good, but you must know your limits. Beware of burnout. Remember #4. 

A little learning is a dangerous thing – drink deep. 

 
8. Some days you will cry, but the good news is that some days you will laugh. 

Learn to laugh with your players and with yourself. 

Patience is a great virtue. 
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9. You will make mistakes. That’s life, and that’s how you learn. 

You cannot undo your mistakes, but berating yourself for them is counterproductive. If the mistake 
requires an apology, make it and move on. Mistakes are life. Life is not a game. No one is keeping 
score. 

Put down the beating stick. 

 
10. This is the best job on earth. 

Stand up straight. Hold your head high. Look people in the eye and proudly announce, ―I am a 
basketball coach.‖ 

You can make a difference. 

  

You may want to discuss the quotes at the end of each tip with your players. The challenge to be a 
great coach is never-ending 
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Important 

Any exercise information presented on these pages is intended as an educational resource and is not 
intended as a substitute for proper medical advice. Consult your physician or health care professional before 
performing any of the exercises described on these pages or any exercise technique or regimen, particularly if 
you have chronic or recurring medical conditions. Discontinue any exercise that causes you pain or severe 
discomfort and consult a medical expert. Neither the author nor advertisers of this document make any 
warranty of any kind in regard to the content of the information presented and accept no responsibility for its 
misuse. 
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Introduction 

What follows is a collection of tidbits, hand-outs, and notes I have gathered from some of the game‟s most 
brilliant minds.  I am thankful to be a part of the coaching fraternity and want to do my part to spread quality 
information. 

I am not the author of this material, but have gathered it from a variety of sources, and am just paying 

it forward. 

If you did not receive this document directly from me (it was forwarded to you by a colleague), you can use the 
following link to register for future monthly editions:  

http://www.strongerteam.com/RegisterNuggets.aspx 

 
If you have any „basketball nuggets‟ you would like to submit – please email them directly to me at:  

Alan@StrongerTeam.com 
 

I appreciate your support.  Work on your craft every day and enjoy the journey, 

Alan Stein 

 

Contents 

1. USA Olympic Basketball: Gold Standards 
 

2. Keys to Staying, Playing, and Winning (Kevin Muff) 
 

3. Special Situations (Bobby Hussey) 
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USA Olympic Basketball: Gold Standards 

What we do all the time and what we hold each other accountable for 

1. NO EXCUSES 
We have what it takes to win. 
 

2. GREAT DEFENSE 
This is the key to winning the gold. 
We do the dirty work. 
 

3. COMMUNICATION 
We look each other in the eye. 
We tell each other the truth. 
 

4. TRUST 
We believe in each other. 
 

5. COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY 
We are committed to each other. 
We win together. 
 

6. CARE 
We have each other's backs. 
We give aid to a teammate. 
 

7. RESPECT 
We respect each other and our opponents. 
We're always on time. 
We're always prepared. 
 

8. INTELLIGENCE 
We take good shots. 
We're aware of team fouls. 
We know the scouting report. 
 

9. POISE 
We show no weakness. 
 

10. FLEXIBILITY 
We can handle any situation. 
We don't complain. 
 

11. UNSELFISHNESS 
We're connected. 
We make the extra pass. 
Our value is not measured in playing time. 
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12. AGGRESSIVENESS 
We play hard every possession. 
 

13. ENTHUSIASM 
This is fun. 
 

14. PERFORMANCE 
We're hungry. 
We have no bad practices. 
 

15. PRIDE 
We are the best team in the world and we represent the best country. 
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Keys to Staying, Playing, and Winning 

By: Kevin Muff, Head Coach, Pittsburg State University 

Keys To Staying Here 

1. Be committed to your academics. Make a plan ... Get a degree. Go to class every day. 
2. Be committed to acting with class. Treat others with respect. 
3. Be committed to doing the right thing. Follow school code of conduct. 
4. Be committed to the program. You live in a glass house. Every word and action will be watched! 

Keys to Playing Here 

1. Be committed to Hard Work. We believe we work harder than anyone else and because of that we 
deserve to win. 

2. Be committed to being a smart player. Our players must be ready to learn. We will develop players who 
understand the game. 

3. Be committed to our team attitude concept. Be unselfish. Our program is built on the concept that the 
team is bigger than anyone player. 

4. Commit yourself to a winning attitude. Our players must be committed to winning but understand we do 
not measure our success by winning alone. 

Keys to Winning Here 

1. Believe in our system. Commit yourself to our philosophy, to our system of play. Learn and then accept 
your role. 

2. Believe in yourself. Play with confidence. Realize you're a great player in a great program. 
3. Believe in your teammates. Help each other. We understand that we are all different, be tolerant of 

teammates and others. 
4. Believe in your coaches. Learn to take tough coaching. Know that your coaches are trying to make you 

better players and people. 
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Special Situations 

By: Bobby Hussey, Former Head Coach of Davidson & VA Tech, Currently Asst. Coach, Clemson 

Random thoughts regarding special situations 

Four pertinent questions: 

1. Did your team LOSE a game last year because your team failed to execute a special situation? 
2. Did your team WIN a game last year as a result of proper execution of a special situation? 
3. When did you put in your special situations (i.e. out of bounds, last shot, etc.) last year? Early or late? 
4. Does your team practice special situations each day? I know a coach who practices “overtime” each 

practice day. 

What do we classify as special situations? 

1. Organized last shot against man or zone. Offense from the following spots and situations: 
 

a. Ball at end line full court - 5 to 3 seconds. 
b. Ball at sideline backcourt – 5 to 3 seconds. 
c. Ball at sideline frontcourt – 5 to 3 seconds. 
d. Ball at basket – 5 to 3 seconds. 

 
2. Organized last shot against man or zone. Offense from the following spots and situations: 

 
a. 1. Ball at end line full court – 8 to 12 seconds. 
b. Ball at sideline backcourt – 8 to 12 seconds. 
c. Ball at sideline frontcourt – 8 to 12 seconds. 
d. Ball at the basket – 8 to 12 seconds. 

 
3. “Hurry Up” Offense: 

 
a. Get some quick breaks or quick hitters and stop the clock or quick foul on poor shooter. 
b. A good fun practice situation to incorporate with your delay game: Team A shooting free throws 

(1 and 1), down 8 with 2 minutes to go, one time out left. Team B must inbound against 
pressure and get into their delay game, not in the 1 and 1. 
 

4. All inbound plays 
 

a. Basket – man and zone 
b. Side front court – man and zone 
c. Side back court – man and zone 
d. End line full court – especially ahead by 1 point. 

 
Note: Also prepare for changing defenses – trap defenses, etc. 
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5. Free throw situations 
 

a. Special alignments 
 

6. Jump ball 
 

7. Overtime situations 
 

8. Do you call the time out late? 
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Secrets to Building a Championship Basketball Program 

By: Don Meyer 

Segment 1 

Try to get all the good ideas you can, understand you cannot use all the good ideas. 

Write everything down that you can and then decide what will fit your program, personality, your personnel, 
your state, your region, and your league. 

3 Requirements: 

1.) Everybody takes notes. The richest 500 people in the United States shared the fact they take great 
notes. 

2.) Everybody is courteous. Must say thank you, please, yes sir, no sir.  When you are courteous it pays 
and when you are discourteous you pay. Every person that is part of an organization that comes into 
contact with the public is a salesman.  Every person in your program is a salesman and you have to 
teach everyone in your program to be courteous. If everyone is not courteous your program is going to 
pay. 

3.) Everyone picks up trash. You leave the locker room cleaner than you found it. On the great teams, 
everyone does the dirty jobs.  (i.e. – take charges, dive on the ground for loose balls) Everyone has to 
the dirty jobs on great teams starting with the coaches. 

Keeping an Edge on Your Program: 

You have got to keep your team on a sharp edge.  If you have to try hard too try hard, you are already beat. As 
a coach, you have to clean the hog house everyday.  If you do not clean the crap out everyday, you will never 
be able to wade through it. Everyday as a coach you have to come in jacked-up and have an edge.  You have 
to be willing to grind it out everyday.  When you lose that edge, it is time to get out of coaching. 

You have to go from good to great because you have to realize good is the enemy of great. If you accept good, 
you will never have great. You have got to expect greatness, inspect for greatness, and accept only greatness. 
You get what you expect, inspect, and accept. 

Wooden: “You can always do it better.” You can never be satisfied. Never let the players or coaches become 
satisfied because you can always do it better. 

Keeping a Personal Edge as a Coach 

You have to have time by yourself to have that edge. You got to have solitude. You got family, you got 
coaching, and 

you got that third place where nobody can get to you.  This place is where you can study, think, or pray.  You 
pray first for others than yourself. 

The beginning of wisdom is to know that you are not so smart. Humility comes before honor. 

Wise people are humble. 
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You can never retire. You have to find something to occupy yourself for entire life. The saddest day of your life 
is when you are no longer productive. You have got to keep an edge. 

If you do not have leadership at the top, your program is in terrible shape.  We know what leadership is by the 
absence of it. 

Talent always rises to the top. Having a team, always stay at the top. A man bent on revenge must first dig two 
graves. 

It pays to be a winner. 

John Wooden would bring in his leaders of his team and say three things: 

1.) You have to be our hardest workers. 
2.) You have to take care of stuff off the floor. (Take care of all the little crap before it becomes big crap.) 
3.) Leave everything else to the coaches. 

If your best player is not your hardest worker it will be a miserable year even if you win it all. 

You need to know on your team who your players would put in a foxhole with them.  You do not put someone 
in your foxhole you do not really trust. 

Building Your Staff 

There is probably nothing more important you will do than selecting your staff. Tell me who a guy’s three 
assistants are and I will tell you how his career will end up.  Loyalty is the number one thing you got to have. 
There two kinds of people that will get you as far as loyalty.  The first one is the gossiper.  The gossiper will say 
things behind your back that they would never say to your face. A more dangerous one is the flatter.  The 
flatter says things to your face that they will 

never say behind your back.  When people are blowing smoke up your butt you better be careful. It can tell a 
lot about the people on your staff by how they treat people who can’t do anything for them or to them. 

A lot of coaches would rather be ruined by praise than saved by criticism. A good friend tells you what you 
need to hear not what you want to hear. 

Warren Buffett on hiring looks for three things: 

1.) Work Ethic 
2.) Intelligence 
3.) Character 

The first two without the last one will kill you.  The person without character will destroy everything you are 
trying to do. It takes time and experience to be good at your craft. 

Types of people to hire on your staff: 

1.) a person who is older, more experienced and has been through some of the things you have not been 
through and you can bounce things off of. 

2.) somebody about your age, really good person, someone who is a moral compass that will not allow you 
to do something really stupid to destroy your own program. 
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3.) a younger guy who has a lot of potential. You will become a better coach by helping this younger coach 
become a better coach. 

Your staff must learn about points of contact. When you meet someone you do not talk about yourself.  People 
want points of contact beyond a name. 

Who’s helping you when you aren’t there? That is public relations. Who is buying time for you or putting in a 
good word for you when you are not there? 

4 Types of Coaches: 

1.) Unconscious and incompetent – He does not know he doesn’t even know.  He is completely clueless. 
2.) Conscious and incompetent – He knows he doesn’t know. 
3.) Conscious and competent – This is the coach that knows but there is no flow. Everything is just right 

down the line and by the book.  This coach can be called anal. One thing about anal coaches, they will 
always have good teams. They will have good teams when they have poor players and they will have 
good teams when they have great players. They will never have great teams because they are anal.  
They will never let the kid do what he does best. That coach has to have his thumb on everything. 

4.) Unconscious and competent -  He knows and it flows. It is spontaneous. Does not even have to think 
about it, it is so engrained. This type of coach has worked their butt off to get there. 

3 Rules from Jerry Krause: 

1.) Find your unique talent or gift. What is your unique talent or gift? 
2.) Develop your talent or gift to the highest possible level.  People do not pay for average. 
3.) Give that gift away everyday.  The only buzz your going to get in life is giving your gift away. 

 

Two lessons from the book War and Peace: 

1.) You can measure a person by how they respond to a challenge. 
2.) All great empires are destroyed within. The quickest way for program to be destroyed is from within. 

One, two bad apples and it is over. 

Bump Phillips on the two kinds of coaches: 

1.) Them that has been fired. 
2.) Them that is going to be fired. 

Sometimes the greatest badge a coach can have is to be fired for taking a stand that an administrator would 
not take, but you will because it involves your kids. 

A good administrator never gives a good coach a reason to leave. A bad administrator gives that good coach a 
reason several times day to leave. 

Don’t wrestle a pig because you both get muddy and the pig likes it. When the administrator starts going onk-
onk, back away and stay above the fray. 

You have to work around some obstacles. Some administrators are road blocks. If you have a good 
administrator be thankful. 
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Father Hessberg:  “I don’t make good decisions because they are convenient, easy, or popular.  I make them 
because they are right.”  That is a great administrator and a great coach. 

Tough Times: 

1.) The grass is always greener over the sewer. 
2.) No matter how bad you have it, someone has it worst. 

Everybody you meet must be treated with kindness, respect, and with courtesy.   They maybe fighting a battle 
inside that you know nothing about. Peace is not the absence trouble, trials, or torment but it is calm in the 
midst of them.” 

“Keep alert, stay calm, and do not be afraid.” These are things Coach Meyer says to himself and as coaches 
we need to do. 

You have to be thankful for tough times because necessity is the mother of invention. You learn more 
basketball from losses than wins. 

“F” Words 

Faith means the assurance of things not seen. Family 

Friends – You got to have a team of left tackles. People who are looking out for everybody else’s blindside. 
Sometimes people do not know they are going to get blindsided so they need that protection. 

You do not have to measure my thoughts or words when I am with my friends. 

Fitness – As coach’s exercise is your second job.  You have to be physically fit so that you are mentally fit. 
Finances -  You have got to take care of your family, charity, and savings. 

Figure it out for yourself. 

Discipline 

“Nothing is more harmful to the team than the neglect of discipline for that discipline more than talent or 
athleticism gives one team, superiority over another.” 

That does not mean your team has to play slow but they have to be disciplined. They have to do the right thing. 

Planning and Organization 

Plan, Prepare, Practice and play as if you just lost your last game. – Lon Kruger 

You can tell when a coach has lost their last game, watch them practice. 

www.plannerpads.com - go to where it says how it works – has a weekly planner that is really good 

Plan the week on Sunday. For your program, family, faith. Plan the next day the night before. 

Getting Things Done by David Allen (best book Meyer has ever read on planning) 

Team Building 

T = Toughness (no coach has ever said his team was too tough) E = Effort 

http://www.plannerpads.com/
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A = Attitude (all you can control is effort and attitude) 

M = Motives (some kids work hard for themselves, some kids work hard for the team) S= Servant Leaders (if 
you can develop servant leaders, you will have a great team) 

Team Building Requirements 

1.) Shared Ownership – You got to have people who invest in your team. You cannot have mercenaries. 
You cannot have renters. They must invest in the team. 

2.) Shared Suffering – Nothing brings people together like suffering. Practices have to be tougher than the 
games, mentally and physically. 

3.) Individual Responsibility – Test kids. You want to see if the kid is accountable. The only time they use 
the word individual in their program is in front of the word responsibility. 

4.) Collective Pride – They want to hear the words we, our, & us. Never sacrifice toughness and attitude to 
get size and quickness. 

Internal leadership on your team is crucial. You can pick captains but you cannot pick leaders. Just because 
you designate captains does not mean they are the leaders. Leadership emerges. You have got to teach your 
leaders. 

Running A Program 

Perform a need assessment. When you get the job say here is what is and subtract that from what it needs to 
be. Be visionary.  You must see the picture, sell the picture, and then paint the picture. Everybody has got to 
paint the picture. Biggest mistake we make as coaches is trying to pain the picture ourselves. 

Lamar Hunt: 

1.) Decide what you want. 
2.) Find out what it will cost to get what you want. 
3.) Decide if you want to pay what it will cost. 

You better make sure you know what the heck you are dealing with. Pick battles big enough to fight small 
enough to win. 

With your team work with one minute assessments: Here is one thing you guys are doing well and why. Here is 
one thing we can do better and how. 

 

Socratic Method 

You want to ask questions, questions, and more questions. Don’t give your team answers, ask questions. 

William Safire: The greatest teacher makes a simple few points. The powerful teacher leaves one or two 
fundamental truths. The memorable teacher makes the point not by telling but by helping the students discover 
on their own. Learning takes place through discovery not when you are told something but when you figure it 
out for yourself. All a really fine teacher does is make suggestions, point out problems, and above all asks 
questions and more questions. Teaching not only encourages discovery but imitative. 

Don’t whine, don’t complain, don’t make excuses. 
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Those who can’t or won’t compete, complain.  The biggest complainers you have are the sissies who do not 
want to work. 

When something bad happens to you, do not say why me, say what now. N.B.A. (Next Best Action) 

Work Hard. Work Smart. Work Together. 

Practices 

A coach’s job is to stimulate game conditions. You must practice the game in which the manner it is played. 

Play. Coach. Officiate. Before the season starts, he has players circle which one of these they want to do. No 
player is good enough to both officiate and play. 

Process over the product. Quit worrying about results, worry about the process and the results will take care of 
themselves. 

Look for teachable moments. 

Use informal learning. Have them over for a cookout, watch football, go on a retreat. Have a meeting with 
having a meeting. 

Tony LaRussa: “I want to touch 1/3 of my team a day.” Teaching 

Praise, prompt, and leave. 

Praise = Praise to get their attention. Prompt = correct them. 

Leave = do not stand over top of them. Keep them in the corner of your eye but do not stand over the top of 
them. 

As a coach do not give instructions that could be understood. As a coach only give instructions that cannot be 
misunderstood. 

At the end of every year, pretend you just got fired. This may help with the energy we have for the job. 
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Career Stages 

1.) Survival - Remember every parent would rather their son be all state than the team win states. 
2.) Success 
3.) Satisfaction 
4.) Significance – this is the most danger stage. Everybody wants to tear you down. 
5.) Suspense – no more juice in your tank. 

Are we tough enough?  Are we athletic enough?  Are we mature enough?  Are we skilled enough?  It is your 
job to improve your players in those areas every day. 

They give their post players 4 seconds to get down the floor and seal the defensive. If they don’t, they come 
out. That will jump start your offense. 

You must run but not gun. You must run every time you get the ball to get an easy basket. Dick Bennett: The 
ball side makes your defense tough. The help side makes it successful. Defense -  these are words his players 
understand. 

1.) Stance 
2.) Vision – allows you to move to position. 
3.) Position 
4.) Communication - Talk your position. 
5.) Anticipation 
6.) Movement According to our Rules 

Keep your notes by last name. Retrieve, Review, and Reinforce. 

Fundamentals & Drills for Shooting Improvement 

4 Shooting Devices… 

1.) The Gun 
2.) The Noah Machine 
3.) Toss Backs 
4.) Reduced Rim 

They do wrist extensions. Players get on knees, palms on ground, and they make a wrinkle with their wrists. 
They are trying to get wrist flexion. The more you can lay your wrist back, the better your range and touch is. 

Lay on your back.  Get your elbow right next to your body.  Get a high, one second follow through, every time. 
Kinesthetic feel, your elbow needs to be in. Lay your wrist back.  Follow all the way through (reach in the 
cookie jar).  Do not spread your hand on the ball, it limits your wrist flexion. Make a V with your hand. 

Lay-on-your back shooting drill (now with the ball).  Pop the ball up there and catch it. Shoot it up there so you 
can hold your follow through without the ball hitting you in the face. 

How quick you can get the ball to your shooting pocket is really important. Players who dip the ball are going to 
have a hard time getting the ball off against good players. The ball will be stripped or pressured. 
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Segment Two 

Strip & Pressure. If the shooter is left handed you strip the ball with your right hand and challenge/pressure 
with your left. Vice versa for a right handed shooter. Hit the outside half of the ball.  Do not hit the top of the 
ball, they will call that afoul. By hitting the outside half of the ball it will hit the off the offensive player’s leg and 
go out of bounds. Tim Gurgiwich: Sit into your game. 

Keep the ball in your pocket. Do not drop / dip it. 

Bank Shots: The ball should hit the backboard on the way down. You do not want to be short on the bank shot. 
When you can see rim beyond the board, not more than half of the rim, or between the box and the hash. 

To be a scorer, you must get your feet ahead of your hands. You have to be mentally tough to be a scorer. 

You have a shooting hand and a balance hand.  You do not have a guide hand.  It is a balance hand.  You do 
not want the balance hand interfering with the shot. You want the good backspin on the ball.  Do not allow the 
balance hand to interfere with the backspin. 

Target: Shoot for the back half of the basket. Have you ever seen a swish go through the front end of the 
basket? They want every shot to go through the back half of the basket. 

Shooting: Keep the ball straight. On every shot his players miss, they are saying keep it straight or back half. 
His players have to talk the shot. 

Before and after every practice his players form shoot. They are to make 3 to 4 swishes in a row before moving 
to the next spot. 

On each shot they are to frame the shot. The player is to see the target between the balance hand and the 
shooting hand. 

Your arch needs to be consistent. You have to have a consistent arch every time. The minimum arch is 43 
degrees going into the basket. Maximum is 55 degrees. You do not have much room to play with arch. 

In shooting drills, his players always get a bonus point for swishes. Never back off your shot. 

Shooting: Mass Practice or Distributive Practice. 

Mass Practice is the same thing over and over and over. 

A “dead three” takes more than of his/her shots from behind the 3-point line. Knees bent, hand targets. 

Shot fake: Have eyes on target and go about an inch with your hands and then go into your move. On rips: 
Tight action across your body.  The ball does not have to go all the way to the floor. Segment 3: 

Make 25 threes without missing two in a row.  If you miss two in a row and swish the third one you get to keep 
going. “Be an athlete. Be quick on your feet.” 

You want to land about 6 inches closer to the basket after you shoot the ball. Date everything you do. You will 
want to know when you wrote it. 

Power shots: Teach ten toes to the baseline 

Follow through: The follow is your signature on your shot. Pre-game warm-up is a practice. 
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You need to catch the ball just like you are going to shoot it. If you are right handed, do not have your right foot 
back. You have to have the same delivery every time. 
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10 Pointers for Winning the State Championship 

1. Get there 
• Gear for it. Everything is pointing to getting there! "Practice to beat the best" - Dick Bennett 
• Must have a system to accomplish that, Chuck Daly had that system with the Pistons and stick to it. 

Princeton plays to beat the best 
 

2. When your team gets there - it´s not a big deal. 
• Don´t make it a big deal. A big deal is winning the championship. Our Attitude: We are going there 

to win!! 
 

3. Do what you did to get there. 
• Freak out with changes vs. Faith in the system. 
• Ordinary players making ordinary plays every time = extraordinary players 
• On a good team, two players will do the dirty jobs (take charges, get on the floor, etc). On GREAT 

teams, all the players and coaches do the dirty jobs. 
 

4. Be Aggressive. 
• Look for ways to win. 
• Play to win, don´t play not to lose. 
• Pete Newell like to press on the first possession and he wasn´t a press coach. He just wanted to 

come out and be aggressive early in the game. 
• Avoid Super Bowl Stupor. 

 
5. Rest. 

• Mentally and physically; short, intense practices. 
• Duke goes dummy in tournament practice. No real contact. more gold medals are lost by 

overtraining than undertraining. 
 

6. Give no easy baskets. 
• No lay ups - no uncontested shots - block out - no putbacks. 

 
7. Get easy baskets. 

• Run - Must run but don´t have to shoot. 
• Offensive rebounding - only possible flaw in Princeton system. c. Get fouled - neutralize athleticism 

(make more free throws than opponents attempt). 
• Take the ball at their best player or any player prone to foul. 

 
8. Make free throws. 

• Big part of our skill development workouts. 
• Free throw swish...swish = +1, rim make = 0, miss = -1...play to +2 or -2 
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9. Make lay ups. 
• Emphasis: perfect lay-ups in practice - no rim touches, net only. Pressure lay-ups in practice with a 

defender. 
• You can also use reduced rims. 
• In all drills, if not using reduced rims stress the clean lay-up. 

 
10. Give your team a reason to win. 

• "Deserving victory" - Pitino. 
• Those who work hardest are the last to surrender. 
• Fight the feeling of championship games against team that are inferior to a team you have already 

defeated. 
• In a championship tournament you will likely have a bad night. You must play hard enough to win 

when the ball doesn´t bounce right. 
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